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Newham's future cycling infrastructure has continued to be the theme of the past few 

months and given the room for improvement this is likely to continue. 

Quietways 

So far, two of the TfL funded quietways have been announced for Newham.  The first is the 

Aldgate to Hainault quietway which is planned to cross the north of the borough through the 

Olympic Park to Capel Rd.  Planning for this is advanced, and you may have seen the traffic 

counters on the roads.   We met the project designer from Sustrans on 18 May and 

commented on the plans in detail.  We emphasised the need for this route to be good quality 

and that particular attention needed to be given to where it crossed main roads. 

The second is an upgrade of the Greenway, only recently announced by Tfl.  However clear 

ideas of how to improve this were developed as part of Newham's unsuccessful mini-Holland 

bid. 

Also Newham Council itself has funded a study of the Lower Roding Valley.  This is also 

being carried out by Sustrans with whom we rode the route on 15 May.  Preliminary 

impressions are that there is potential to upgrade and extend the existing Roding Valley Way 

along the road, to form a viable and useful quietway from Beckton to Little Ilford and a longer 

term prospect of a green route through parkland and land which is currently derelict. 

Stratford Gyratory 

We are expecting to be involved in design workshops later this year.  We have worked up 

detailed initial proposals, which we have shared with the Council.  We have also ridden the 

gyratory with co-chair of the LCC Infrastructure Review Group, which will be considering this 



junction before anticipated design workshops later this year.  Work is slated by TfL to be 

done between 2017 and 2019. 

In the meantime the running sore that is the junction of Stratford Broadway and Tramway 

Avenue remains.  Newham Council pressed TfL for the removal of Cycle superhighway 2 

from this junction.  On 17 September last year Councillor Corbett announced in the Newham 

Recorder that "We will return to install the final, agreed design later this year once the local 

development works are fully completed, and remain committed to provide safe cycling 

infrastructure across London.”  Suffice to say nothing has happened so far and we have not 

been consulted.   

Other developments 

 We have objected to a wholly inadequate set of proposals on the "Upton Corridor" 

i.e. Upton Lane on the grounds that it does so little to benefit cycling on a key route 

that it is actually a waste of public money.   

 We have welcomed cycle contraflows and 20mph in two separate proposals in East 

Ham South.  However we have objected to the failure to apply 20 mph to residential 

through routes like Lonsdale Ave and Boundary Rd and suggested that the Council 

examine filtered permeability, which has been such a success in Hackney. 

A regular feature of our interventions are calls for  cycle contraflows on one way streets,  

20mph (ideally borough wide), and for all schemes to be subject to a Cycling Level of 

Service (CLOS) analysis.  

Rides 

Our second Newham ride on 2 May included a route variation, taking in more Thames and 

Roding riverside whilst beating the bounds of the borough.  Our next rides on 14 June and 

11 July will include some venturing south of the river.  By this time the Sculpture Line will 

have opened.  We are already developing a taste for this art form as illustrated above (from 

our 2 May ride) 

                    

 

Our series of evening rides /meetings have started and the next one is on 29 June.  


